Assessment grid
Subject: Geography
KS4 target direction
Advanced

Year: 7
4
Enrichment/extension –
reaching, or part of, next
pathway →
Features of work may
include: 1) Shows
awareness of countries in
the UK

Topic/module/theme: Baseline Test
6
8(9)
Enrichment/extension–
Enrichment/extension
reaching, or part of, next
Features of work may
pathway →
include:
Features of work may
1)Refer to distance from
include: 1)Uses key
other places
terminology eg coastal
2b) shows detailed
2a) Explains reasons for
knowledge of effects of
disasters and refers to
suggestion
primary/secondary

Secure
Students must achieve
competence in all
statements before
being judged ‘Secure’

Secure
The student can:











1) Limited knowledge of
U.K. geography. Limited
use of geographical
language.
One descriptive point eg in
the UK
Describes what Newquay
is like not where it is.
2a) Describes picture.
Suggests what may have
happened
2b) Basic ideas eg many
deaths.
3) Jobs suggested aren’t
appropriate

Secure
The student can:












Developing

Mostly secure – one or
more gaps
For example:
 1)Mistakes eg




confusing compass
points or using above
below etc
2a)ideas may be nongeographical eg a
bomb but not explained
3) Image labelled
incorrectly.


Beginning

Significant gaps

1)More than one correct
descriptive point.
Uses compass points.
Shows awareness of
countries in the UK.
2a) Describes the image
Suggests what may have
happened
Gives reasons for what has
happened but basic and
not specific to the event
2b) Suggests a range of
different effects which are
appropriate
3) Image correctly labelled –
several human and physical
features.
Types of jobs appropriate
for the area

Mostly secure – one or
more gaps
For example:
 1)Describes what




Newquay is like not
where it is.
2a) Gives reasons for
what has happened but
basic and not specific to
the event

3) Some inappropriate
jobs

Significant gaps

Secure
The student can:









1)Detailed description.
Shows
awareness
of
knowledge of the UK that
goes beyond countries ie
place names.
2a)Uses key terminology
eg coastal
Suggests what has
happened and gives
specific evidence from the
picture that relates to what
they have said eg an
earthquake because
buildings have collapsed
2b) Range of effects
explained ie this happens
because…
3) Suggests reasons for
types of jobs suggested

Mostly secure – one or
more gaps
For example:





1) Doesn’t name
specific Places
2a) Correct event but
weak explanation of
evidence
3) Reasons may not be
related to the
geography of the area

Significant gaps

